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ABSTRACT

Indian art music is quintessentially an improvisatory mu-
sic form in which the line between ‘fixed’ and ‘free’ is
extremely subtle. In a rāga performance, the melody is
loosely constrained by the chosen composition but oth-
erwise improvised in accordance with the rāga grammar.
One of the melodic aspects that is governed by this gram-
mar is the manner in which a melody evolves in time in
the course of a performance. In this work, we aim to dis-
cover such implicit patterns or regularities present in the
temporal evolution of vocal melodies of Hindustani music.
We start by applying existing tools and techniques used
in music information retrieval to a collection of concerts
recordings of ālāp performances by renowned khayal vo-
cal artists. We use svara-based and svara duration-based
melodic features to study and quantify the manifestation
of concepts such as vādi, samvādi, nyās and graha svara in
the vocal performances. We show that the discovered pat-
terns corroborate the musicological findings that describe
the “unfolding” of a rāga in vocal performances of Hin-
dustani music. The patterns discovered from the vocal
melodies might help music students to learn improvisation
and can complement the oral music pedagogy followed in
this music tradition.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hindustani music is one of the two art music traditions of
Indian art music [6], the other being Carnatic music [28].
Melodies in both these performance oriented music tradi-
tions are based on the framework of rāga [3]. Performance
of a rāga in Indian art music (IAM) is primarily impro-
visatory in nature [26]. While some of these improvisa-
tions are based on a composed musical piece, Bandish, oth-
ers are completely impromptu expositions of a rāga, Ālāp.
Rāga acts as a grammar both in composition and in impro-
visation of melodies.

The rules of the rāga grammar are manifested at differ-
ent time scales, at different levels of abstraction and de-
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mand a different degree of conformity. While some of the
elements of the rāga grammar are explicit, others are im-
plicit and may require years of musical training to grasp.
A number of textbooks and musicological studies exist
that describe different improvisatory aspects of melodies
in IAM [1, 3, 4, 6, 10, 18, 26]. These works also attempt to
uncover some of the implicit aspects of rāga grammar.

A majority of the studies mentioned above are musi-
cological in nature. These typically involve either a thor-
ough qualitative analysis of a handful of chosen musical
excerpts or a compilation of expert domain knowledge.
Though these studies often present interesting musical in-
sights, there are several potential caveats in such works.
Some of these caveats are summarized below:

• Small repertoire used in the studies challenge the
generalizability of the proposed musical models

• Bias introduced due to the subjectivity in the analy-
sis of musical excerpts

• Absence of concrete quantitative evidences support-
ing the arguments

• The kind of analysis that can be done (manually) is
limited by human capabilities, limited memory (both
short- and long-term)

• Difficulty in reproducibility of the results

In addition to the musicological works mentioned
above, there are several studies that perform computa-
tional modeling of different melodic aspects in IAM. These
studies address computational research tasks such as rāga
recognition [5, 15], melodic similarity [11, 17, 20], discov-
ery and search of melodic patterns [12, 16], segmentation
of a musical piece [27] and identification of specific land-
marks in melodies [14]. These approaches typically em-
ploy signal processing and machine learning methodolo-
gies to computationally model the relevant melodic aspect.
These studies can provide a ground for developing tools
and technologies needed to navigate and organize sizable
audio collections of music, perform rāga-based search and
retrieval from large audio archives and in several other ped-
agogical applications.

Several qualitative musicological works bring out new
musical insights but are prone to criticism of not having
supported their findings using a sizable corpus. Contrary to
that, quantitative computational studies manage to scale to
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sizable data sets, but fall short of discovering novel musi-
cal insights. In the majority of cases, computational studies
attempt to automate a task that is well known and is fairly
easy for a musician to perform. There have been some
studies that try to combine these two types of methodolo-
gies of working and corroborate several concepts in mu-
sical theories using computational approaches. In Chi-
nese opera music, [22] has performed a comparison of the
singing styles of two Jingju schools where the author ex-
ploit the potential of MIR techniques for supporting and
enhancing musicological descriptions. Autrim 1 (Auto-
mated Transcription for Indian Music) has used MIR tools
for visualization of Hindustani vocal concerts that created a
great impact on music appreciation and pedagogy in IAM.
We find that such literation pertaining to melodic structures
in Indian art music is scarce.

In this paper, we perform a data-driven exploration of
several melodic aspects of Hindustani music. The main
objective of this paper is to use existing tools, techniques
and methodologies in the domain of music information re-
trieval to support and enhance qualitative and descriptive
musicological analysis of Hindustani music. For this we
select five melodic aspects which are well described in mu-
sicological texts and are implicitly understood by musi-
cians. Using computational approaches on a music col-
lection that comprises representative recordings of Hin-
dustani music we aim to study these implicit structures
and quantify different melodic aspects related with them.
In addition to corroborating existing musicological works,
our findings are useful in several pedagogical applications.
Furthermore, the proposed methodology can be used for
analyzing artist or gharana-specific 2 melodic characteris-
tics.

2. HINDUSTANI MUSIC CONCEPTS

Bor [3] remarks that rāga, although referred to as a con-
cept, really escapes such categories as concept, type,
model, pattern etc. Meer [26] comments that technically
a rāga is a musical entity in which the intonation of svaras,
as well as their relative duration and order, is defined. A
rāga is characterized by a set of melodic features that in-
clude a set of notes (‘svara’), the ascending and descend-
ing melodic progression (‘ārōhana-avrōhana’), and a set of
characteristic phrases (‘pakad’). There are three broad cat-
egories of segments in the melody: stable svara regions,
transitory regions and pauses. While svaras comprise cer-
tain hierarchical sub-categories like nyās, graha, amsa,
vādi and samvādi, the transitions can also be grouped into
a set of melodic ornamentation (‘alankar’) like meend, an-
dolan, kan, khatka etc. [26]. The third important melodic
event is the pause. Pauses carry much information about
the phrases; in fact, a musician’s skill lies in the judicious
use of the pause [10]. We shall next go over these three
broad aspects.

Many authors [3, 26] refer to the importance of certain
svaras in a rāga. From the phrase outline we may filter cer-

1 https://autrimncpa.wordpress.com/
2 Refers to a lineage or school of thought.

tain svaras which can be used as rest, sonant or predom-
inant; yet the individual function and importance of the
svaras should not be stressed [26]. Nyās svara is defined
as the resting svara, also referred to as ‘pleasant pause’ [7]
or ‘landmark’ [14] in a melody. Vādi and samvādi are best
understood in relation with melodic elaboration or vistār
(‘barhat’). Over the course of a barhat, artists make a par-
ticular svara ‘shine’ or ‘sound’. There is often a corre-
sponding svara which sustains the main svara and has a
perfect fifth relation with it. The subtle inner quality of a
rāga certainly lies in the duration of each svara in the con-
text of the phraseology of the rāga. A vādi, therefore, is
a tone that comes to shine, i.e., it becomes attractive, con-
spicuous and bright [26]. Another tone in the same rāga
may become outstanding that provides an answer to the
former tone. This second tone is the samvādi and should
have a fifth relationship with the first tone. This relation-
ship is of great importance.

A rāga is brought out through certain phrases that are
linked to each other and in which the svaras have their
proper relative duration. This does not mean that the du-
ration, the recurrence and the order of svaras are fixed in
a rāga; they are fixed only within a context [26]. The
svaras form a scale, which may be different in ascending
(ārōhana) and descending (avrōhana) phrases, while every
svara has a limited possibility of duration depending on
the phrase in which it occurs. Furthermore, the local order
in which the svaras are used is rather fixed. The totality
of these musical characteristics can best be laid down in a
set of phrases (‘calana’) which is a gestalt that is immedi-
ately recognizable to the expert. In a rāga some phrases
are obligatory while others are optional [26]. The former
constitute the core of the rāga whereas the latter are elabo-
rations or improvised versions. Specific ornamentation can
add to the distinctive quality of the rāga [10].

There is a prescribed way in which a ‘khayal’ perfor-
mance develops. The least mixed variety of khayal is that
where an ālāp is sung, followed by a full sthāyi (first stanza
of the composition) in madhya (medium) or drut (fast) laya
(tempo), then layakari (rhythmic improvisation) and finally
tān (fast vocal improvisation). When the barhat reaches the
higher (octave) Sa (root svara of Hindustani music), the an-
tara (second stanza of the composition) is sung. If the com-
position is not preceded by an ālāp, the full development of
the rāga is done through barhat. The composition is based
on the general lines of the rāga, the development of the
rāga is again based on the model of the composition [26].

There are four main sources of a pause in a melody,
these include: (i) gaps due to unvoiced consonants in the
lyric, (ii) short breath pauses taken by the musician when
out of breath, (iii) medium pauses where the musician
shifts to a different phrase, and (iv) long pauses where the
accompanying instruments improvise. Musically mean-
ingful or musician-intended melodic chunks are delimited
only by (iii) and (iv) [9].

Though Hindustani music is often regarded as impro-
visatory, the improvisation is structured. On a broader
level there is a well defined structure within the space of
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Figure 1. Block diagram for data processing

which an artist improvises following the rāga grammar.
The overall skeleton of the melodies in Hindustani mu-
sic can have defined structure at different levels. Some of
these can be for the entire music tradition (for all rāgas
and artists), some for specific rāgas, some of these can be
gharana-specific, while some other artist specific. In this
study, we aim to obtain overall structure in a melody and
some rāga-specific patterns by the processing of audio con-
cert recordings.

3. DATA PROCESSING

The block diagram for data processing is shown in
Figure 1. It contains four main processing modules: pre-
processing, segmentation, histogram generation and fea-
ture extraction. We describe these modules in detail in the
subsequent sections.

3.1 Pre-processing

3.1.1 Predominant melody estimation

We start by estimating the pitch of the predominant
melodic source in the audio signal and regard that as the
representation of the melody. For predominant pitch es-
timation, we use the method proposed by Salamon and
Gómez [23]. This method is reported to performed fa-
vorably in MIREX 2011 3 on a variety of music genres,
including IAM, and has been used in several other stud-
ies [8, 16]. We use the implementation of this algorithm as
available in Essentia [2]. Essentia 4 is an open-source C++
library for audio analysis and content-based MIR. We use
the default values of the parameters, except for the frame
and hop sizes, which are set to 46 and 4.44 ms, respec-
tively.

3.1.2 Tonic normalization

The base frequency chosen for a melody in a performance
of IAM is the tonic pitch of the lead artist [13]. All other

3 http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/2011
4 https://github.com/MTG/essentia

accompanying instruments are tuned with respect to this
tonic pitch. Therefore, for analyzing features that are de-
rived from the predominant melody across artists, the pre-
dominant melody should be normalized with respect to the
tonic pitch. For this normalization we consider the tonic
pitch ω as the reference frequency during the Hertz-to-
cent-scale conversion, which is automatically identified us-
ing the multi-pitch approach proposed by Gulati et al. [13].
This approach is reported to obtain state-of-the-art results
and has been successfully used elsewhere [12, 15].

3.2 Melodic segmentation

3.2.1 Breath-phrase segmentation

As described in Section 2 there are different types of un-
voiced segments in the predominant melody. While some
of these segments are musically a part of a melodic phrase
(short-pauses), some others delineate consecutive melodic
phrases. A distribution of the duration of all the un-
voiced segments for the entire music collection revealed
that their type can be identified based on the duration of
the pause. For identifying intended breath pauses that
separate melodic phrases we empirically set the duration
threshold to be 500 ms. The duration of the intra-phrase
pauses is considerably smaller than this threshold. All the
intra-phrase breath pauses (i.e., with duration smaller than
500 ms) are interpolated using a cubic spline curve. We
shall refer to a breath-phrase as BP hereafter.

3.2.2 Stable svara transcription

In Indian art music, written notation has a purely prescrip-
tive role. Transcribing the melody of a musical perfor-
mance into a written notation is a challenging task and re-
quires an in-depth knowledge of the rāga [21, 29]. In this
study we consider a simple melodic transcription that re-
tains only the stable svara regions of a pitch contour and
discards the transitory pitch regions. We first detect all the
valid svaras and their precise frequencies used in a melody
by computing a pitch histogram. Subsequently, we seg-
ment the stable svara regions by identifying the fragments
of pitch contour that are within 35 cents [20] of the svara
frequencies. Next, we filter out the svara fragments that
are smaller than 250 ms in duration, as they are too short to
be considered as perceptually meaningful held svaras [19].
This leaves a string of fragments each labeled by a svara.
Fragments with the same svara value that are separated by
gaps less than 100 ms are merged [12]. The resulting sym-
bol sequence thus comprises a tuple of svara name and du-
ration.

3.3 Histogram generation

3.3.1 Pitch histogram of breath-phrases

We compute the histogram of the transcribed svaras corre-
sponding to each BP. Figure 2 shows the pitch histogram
for each BP of the concert of rāga Todi sung by Ajoy
Chakrabarty. . The 12th bin along the y-axis corresponds
to the tonic svara Sa (0 cents), 24th for its octave (1200
cents).
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Figure 2. Pitch histogram of svaras for each breath-phrase.

Figure 3. Bar graph of svara duration stacked in sorted
manner for each breath-phrase. We observe that breath-
phrases often comprise one long nyas svara and several
other svaras of less duration.

3.3.2 Svara duration distribution

We consider the distribution of the svara duration for each
BP. Figure 3 shows a stacked bar graph of the sorted du-
rations of the svaras for each BP for the same concert.
We observe that the cumulative duration of the transcribed
svaras range from approximately 1 to 8 seconds. An im-
portant point to note here is that there is a difference be-
tween the absolute duration of a BP and the height of
the stacked bar (in Figure 3). This is caused by the tran-
sient pitch segments that we ignored in our representation.
Readers must note that the stable svara transcription, there-
fore, has an implication for the further analyses.

3.4 Post-processing

To capture the changes in the svara pattern at a broader
time-scale, we time-average the pitch histogram across ten
BPs with a hop of one BP. This is followed by tracking
of the most salient bin across the smoothened histogram
. Finally, the obtained contour is further median filtered
with one preceding and succeeding BP. We refer to this
contour as the evolution contour (hereafter EC). Figure 4
shows the time-averaged histogram superimposed with the
EC for the same concert.

3.5 MEC feature extraction

We would like to compare the ECs of different concerts
to explore whether there is any temporal trend that holds
across the collection. To normalize the time-scale and
pitch range of the EC, we normalize each EC within a unit

Figure 4. Time-averaged pitch histogram superimposed
with the evolution contour.

range in both temporal and pitch dimensions. Thus a mod-
ified evolution contour (hereafter MEC) is obtained as:

MEC =
EC −min(EC)

max(EC)−min(EC)
(1)

with 100 samples between [0,1] .
We extract a collection of heuristic features (slope-

based, duration-based, jump-based and level-based) from
the MEC. A few important features are: slope between
the MEC value of 0th frame and the first frame where
MEC = 1 (referred to as Slp) , proportion of duration
spent on each svara (referred to as Pro), centroid (con-
sidering salience of the bins as the weights in the centroid
computation) of each svara (referred to as Cen) , starting
and ending svaras, (second) longest svara and proportion
of its duration, magnitude of lowest/highest jumps between
consecutive levels etc.

4. MUSIC COLLECTION AND ANNOTATIONS

The music collection used in this study is taken from the
Hindustani music dataset (HMD) compiled as a part of
the CompMusic project [24, 25] (130 hours of commer-
cially available audio recordings stored as 160 kbps mp3
stereo audio files). All the editorial metadata for each
audio recording is publicly available on an open-source
metadata repository called MusicBrainz 5 . The selected
music material in our collection is diverse in terms of the
number of artists (40), recordings (mostly live concerts of
both male and female renowned musicians from the last 6
decades) and the number of unique compositions (67). In
these terms, it can therefore be regarded as a representative
subset of real-world collections. Our collection includes a
total of 75 concerts from 10 widely used rāgas (8 pieces
per rāga on an average) that are diverse both in terms of
the number of svaras and their pitch-classes (svarasthānās).
All the concerts belong to either madhya or drut laya (and
non-metered ālāp). The pitch range of the recordings spans
approximately two octaves (middle octave and half of the
lower/upper octave). All of the concerts comprise elabora-
tions based on a bandish.

The scope of the study is limited to only the ālāp and
vistār (barhat) [3, 4, 6, 18, 26] sections of the concert. Al-
most all of the concerts continue to subsequent fast im-
provisatory section (tān) after rendering the vistār. The

5 https://musicbrainz.org/
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melodic cue where the antara ends and the rhythmic cue
where there is a slight increase in tempo just after, is
quite universal and musically unambiguous. For reference,
please observe Section 3.1 in [30]. We employ a perform-
ing Hindustani musician (trained over 20 years) to annotate
the time-stamps where the vistār ends. As the said anno-
tation can be considered an obvious one (there is a less
chance of getting subjective biases), we limit the manual
annotation to one subject only. After cutting the concerts
to the musician-annotated time-stamp, the average dura-
tion per concert is 16 minutes making a total of 20 hours
of data.

5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

We choose certain music concepts which are widely dis-
cussed among musicians and musicologists, for which
there has not yet been an objective way of interpreting
them from the audio. We cite the concepts (or knowledge-
hypotheses, referred to as ’K’) and discuss how a data-
driven approach can help us validate them.

5.1 K1: Evolution of melody in time

As discussed in Section 2, the barhat of a rāga performance
refers to the gradual “unfolding” of a rāga by building on
the svaras with a progression in a broad time-scale. But
it is not very clearly illustrated in the musicology litera-
ture what the precise duration is spent on each svara in
course of this progression. Figure 5 shows the MECs of
37 (50% randomly chosen from our collection) concerts.
We observe that the MECs, in general, start from a lower
svara and gradually reach the highest svara in a step-like
manner. The slope Slp of MEC, is quite consistent (mean
= 1.3, standard deviation = 0.34) over the whole corpus.
This gives an important insight that irrespective of the rāga
and concert-duration, artists take the same time to explore
the melody and hit the highest svara. This also reinforces
the nature of the time-scaling of a performance: for ei-
ther a short 20 minute- or a long 50 minute-concert, the
melodic organization bases more on relative and not ab-
solute time. We also observe a sharp fall of the MEC at
the end of the many concerts, this reflects how artists come
down to a lower svara to mark an end to the vistār (this co-
incides with the musician’s annotation). This phenomenon
has a high resemblance with the time evolution of melody
in course of the vistār, as shown in Figure 11 in [30].

5.2 K2: Transitional characteristics of nyās svaras

Rāga guidelines mention about allowed svara sequences
within a melodic phrase but it would be interesting to see
if artists maintain any specific order in choosing the nyās
svara across BPs or take liberty to emphasize any other
svara. This is to be captured from the granularity of BPs
and not in the time-averaged MEC. We generate a svara-
transition matrix and populate it with a uniform weight
for all transitions of the salient bins across BPs. Figure 6
shows the salient svara-transition matrix where the diago-
nal elements refer to self transitions. As indicative from

Figure 5. Modified evolution contours for 37 concerts in
our music collection.

Figure 6. Svara-transition matrix of salient svaras of each
breath-phrase. Intensity of each bin is proportional to the
number of transitions taken from the svara of bin index on
x-axis to the svara of bin index on y-axis.

wide steps of the MECs, there are quite a few self transi-
tions but to our interest the salient transitions across BPs
also follow a pattern alike the allowed svara-transitions
within a melodic phrase. This is not a trivial event. We
compute a feature to measure the steadiness quotient Stq
of the transition matrix, defined as the ratio of the trace of
the svara-transition matrix to the sum of all bins. We ob-
serve a very low standard deviation (0.23) across our music
collection which conforms to the fact that artists ‘focus’ on
a nyās svara for consecutive BPs to establish that svara.

5.3 K3: Relationship between functional roles of
svaras and their duration in melody

We discussed about functional roles of vādi/samvādi
svaras, but it is not explicitly known how their ‘promi-
nence’ is defined. Earlier work [5] use histogram and show
that they are one of the most used tonal pitches. But it is not
evident from a pitch histogram whether the peak heights
are contributed by a large number of ‘short’ svara segments
or a fewer ‘long’ svara segments. Figure 7 shows the mean
(left) and standard deviation (right) of all svaras (octave
folded) for each svara along x-axis being the salient svara
in a BP. We observe that the role of each svara is defined
in terms of their duration in context of a nyās svara. This
conforms with the concepts discussed in Section 2. This
also reconfirms the well-defined structure of the melodic
improvisation that any svara cannot be stretched arbitrarily
long, the nyās svara of the BP and the phrase itself decides
how much variance all other svaras can incorporate. This
also brings out a question whether there is any special func-
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Figure 7. Mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of all
svaras (octave folded) for each svara along x-axis being the
salient svara in a breath-phrase.

tional role of vādi/samvādi svara in terms of their duration
in a specific BP. One observation is that the vādi/samvādi
svara, while a salient svara in the respective BPs, constrain
the duration of all other svaras, making its relative promi-
nence higher.

5.4 K4: Duration and position of svaras in melody

In music theory, vādi and samvādi svaras are among the
concepts which are often discussed. But we do not have an
objective measure to observe how these svaras are different
from other svaras in a rāga. It is also interesting to know
whether the vādi or samvādi svara always takes a focal role
irrespective of their location in a BP and the overall posi-
tion in a performance.
Position in melody: An important feature of the MEC is
the Cen. We observe that the Cen is a rāga dependent
feature. E.g., an uttaranga vādi rāga would have its vādi
centroid in the latter half of a concert. This is support-
ive of the fact that the vādi is explored in due course of
melodic improvisation adhering to the trend observed as in
Section 5.1. The musicological hypothesis that these are
the focal svaras of a rāga does not necessarily imply that
these svaras are explored from the very beginning of the
concert. Rather the performance starts from a lower svara
(graha svara) and reaches the vādi in course of the gradual
development of the melody.
Duration in melody: We compute the average duration of
all salient svaras per BP in two groups of svaras: (i) group
1: vādi/samvādi, and (ii) group 2: rest. It is observed
on the whole corpus that Pro of group 1 is higher than
the group 2 for all rāgas. This reinforces the fact the
term ‘focus’ or ‘shine’ (that qualifies vādi) is manifested
in the temporal dimension. This also brings out a question
whether we can predict the vādi/samvādi of a rāga from
the melody by data-driven features. From the overall pitch
histogram it is difficult to infer, but from our designed fea-
tures, we observe an accuracy of 83% while predicting the
vādi/samvādi of a given raga.

5.5 K5: Presence of possible pulsation in melody

There has been a discussion among musicians and musi-
cologists whether there exists a pulsation in the melody of
an ālāp in Hindustani music. Musicians agree there is an
implicit pulsation present, but quantification is left to sub-
jects. At the same time, the subjective bias only results

Figure 8. Ratio of inter-onset-interval of salient svaras
across breath-phrases. We see a tatum pulse (peak) at 0.8
seconds and its harmonics.

in an octave difference, i.e., there is a harmonic relation
among the pace in which the subjects tap to the melody.
We propose a measure, through our data-driven approach,
to estimate a possible metric for the pulsation. We as-
sume that the pulse obtained from the melody would cor-
relate to the percussive pulsation. We compute the ratio of
inter-onset-interval of the most salient svaras across BPs.
Figure 8 shows a pulsation at 0.8 seconds and its harmon-
ics which correspond to 75 beats per minute (bpm) and the
percussive tempo of the concert is approximately 40 bpm.
The noise in the estimate may also follow from a few short
BPs (e.g., BP index 3, 7 etc.) as observed in Figure 3. This
measure, therefore, needs further investigation before we
generalize over the corpus.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we performed a data driven exploration of
implicit structures in melodies of Hindustani music. We
outlined the motivation and relevance of computational ap-
proaches for quantitatively studying the underlying musi-
cal concepts. We computed musically relevant and easy-
to-interpret acoustic features such as svara frequency and
svara duration histogram. For computing these features we
primarily used existing tools and techniques often used in
information retrieval of Indian art music. We performed a
quantitative analysis of 75 music concerts in Hindustani
music in 10 different rāgas. With that we showed how
the musical concepts are manifested in real-world perfor-
mances and experimented with several ways to quantify
them. With this we also corroborate some of the inter-
esting music concepts and discover implicit relationships
between svaras and duration in the temporal evolution of a
rāga performance. In the future, one possible research di-
rection would be to use these findings for characterizing
artist-specific aspects and highlighting different nuances
across gharanas in Hindustani music.
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